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Today I’m going to talk about feminist refusal as a poetic and activist
tactic. In the pair of linked documents we’ll look at, a manifesto and a
book, refusal is both a rhetorical move and a mode of resistance
deployed in everyday life: the authors literally say “no” to the conditions
of poetry communities that perpetuate sexism and/or sexual violence.
Written between 2014 and 2016, these texts offer a look at a significant
moment of activism in U.S. and global poetry communities that would
eventually swell, along with many other forces of resistance, into the
#MeToo movement. This moment has been partially documented in a
2015 Chicago Review forum on sexism and sexual assault in literary
communities. The editors’ introduction to the forum begins as follows:

Chicago Review 59:01/02 (2014-2015)

The forum’s editors, who initially only reached out to individual
contributors, eventually came to include documents created by feminist
collectives that began forming in 2014 in response to allegations of
sexual violence committed by writers and editors, including reports of
druggings and assaults at reading series and poetry gatherings in
Brooklyn, the East Bay, and elsewhere.
One of the collectively written documents published in the forum is the
“No Manifesto for Poetry Readings and Listservs and Magazines and
‘Open Versatile Spaces Where Cultural Production Flourishes.’”

The “No Manifesto” was written by “a crowd of feminists” based in the
US, UK, Canada, and Australia who, as they write in their signature, are
“lacking consensus and okay with that.”
Its twelve pages catalog far-reaching grievances, from widespread
patterns of misogyny to specific incidents of sexual and gendered
violence in poetry communities around the globe.
Here are its opening lines:

The second example of poetic refusal that I’ll be discussing is YOU DA
ONE by Jennif(f)er Tamayo, a book of poetry and visual art that was
republished in a second, expanded edition by Noemi Press in 2017. The
revised edition of YOU DA ONE responds not only to the reports of
sexual assault that caused Tamayo to pull the book from its original
publisher, but also to a wider climate of sexual violence.
As Tamayo writes in an introductory note to the reader: “Originally
published in 2014, this new edition of YOU DA ONE is comprised
from the attempts to say NO to a gendered violence prevalent in my
communities as it prevails around the globe.”

2014

2017

Instead of simply republishing the original book with a new press,
Tamayo worked with Noemi to create what she calls a “restaging”: there
is a new cover, the author’s name is spelled differently, and black pages
have been inserted throughout the book. The pages from the 2014
edition are all included, but they are intermittently interrupted or
overshadowed by these black pages with new text and images.
The black pages include texts and images created during this moment of
intense activism in 2014-15, including Tamayo’s personal Facebook
posts, excerpts from a “Call to Action” flyer distributed at a town hall at
the Poetry Project by the NYC-based feminist poetry collective Enough
is Enough, and passages lifted from the “No Manifesto”:

“No Manifesto” excerpt
in
YOU DA ONE
(Noemi Press, 2017)

Tamayo states in her introductory note that she was a contributing
author to the collectively written texts (the “No Manifesto” and the
“Call to Action” handout).
She also includes, on the new black pages, visual and verbal texts of
which she is the primary author: these include texts that use the form of
the “No Manifesto” but do not appear in the original as it presented in
Chicago Review, such as this one:

In her note, Tamayo explains her intention in
restaging the book as follows:

I want to turn now to the quality and power of this “momentary we
scream[ing] ‘NO’”: to do so, we need to examine what refusal is, and
how it functions.
This panel is called “Poetic Resistance Lab,” and although refusal and
resistance might sound synonymous, refusal is a very specific type of
resistance, one that has been theorized over the last decade or so,
especially by thinkers in queer and black radical traditions.

If resistance takes an object, is always pushing back or fighting against
something, then refusal rejects the very grounds, the basic premises of
that “something.” Refusal is a radical form of resistance because it says
“no” to social conditions that we take for granted, and insists that things
could be otherwise or otherhow:

In The Queer Art of Failure, Halberstam describes refusal as one of
several “shadow feminisms,” which are feminisms grounded in
“negativity, rejection, and transformation” rather than the “positivity,
reform, and accommodation” of “the more acceptable forms of
feminism” (4).
Halberstam adapts this idea of refusal from Fred Moten and Stefano
Harney, whose “downlow lowdown maroon community” in The
Undercommons: Fugitive Planning and Black Study gets accused of not
wanting to go about cultural and institutional transformation the
“proper” way: “they are not practical, not serious about change, not
rigorous, not productive” (39).

Refusal &vs. Resistance
“... these kinds of feminisms, what I call
shadow feminisms in chapter 5, have
long haunted the more acceptable forms
of feminism that are oriented to
positivity, reform, and
accommodation rather than
negativity, rejection, and
transformation.”
—Halberstam, from The Queer Art of Failure

“When the critical academic who lives
by fiat (of others) gets no answer, no
commitment, from the
undercommons, well then certainly
the conclusion will come: they are not
practical, not serious about change,
not rigorous, not productive.”
—Moten and Harney, “The University and
the Undercommons” (Ch. 2)

Those who refuse to perform feminism in an acceptable way, which
is to say a liberal Western way—those who will not pleasantly
accommodate, who will not enact reform properly and productively
within the bounds defined by institutions—are not taken seriously
because they refuse to play by the rules.
Those who refuse choose to live instead in what Halberstam calls, in
the introduction to The Undercommons, “the wild beyond”:

“The path to the wild beyond is paved
with refusal. In The Undercommons if
we begin anywhere, we begin with the
right to refuse that which has been
refused to you.”
—Halberstam, introduction to The
Undercommons (“The Wild Beyond:
With and For the Undercommons”)

Why did the shadowy, unproductive, negative energy of refusal emerge
as such an important tactic for feminist poets in this moment of
revelation, organizing, and protest in 2014-15?
First, because refusal can be enacted on the local level. As a form of
everyday activism, refusal is both simple (we don’t need any special tools
or formal organizing) and challenging (because women and people from
other marginalized groups are socialized to say “yes” instead of “no”).
As Tamayo puts it:

In this vision, refusal begins “just at our homes,” and should be shared
with friends (we should “teach our beloveds how to say NO”),
becoming increasingly potent as more and more beloveds learn how to
refuse. Because women are usually taught to display agreeableness and
docility, however, refusal must be learned and practiced until it becomes
an “instinct to show and spew NO NO NO in the moment and without
hesitation.”
In other words, this instantaneous “no” as knee-jerk reaction requires a
type of reprogramming—through the effort of support networks, and
confidence in the “critiques” of oneself and one’s peers—in order to
become automatic.

Another reason that refusal emerged as such an important tactic in
2014-15 is that this was a moment of collective action, and refusal was
invoked as a sort of labor strike against performing unpaid emotional,
educational, and social unpaid labor in poetry communities, including
cleaning up the messes left behind by men who had been at the helm of
presses, magazines, and reading series that were subsequently forced to
shut down.
The “No Manifesto” details what these demands for “caring labor”
sometimes look like for poets:

Because the burden of unpaid emotional, social, and educational labor falls
heavily on women, refusal is a way of safeguarding one’s time and resources.
When groups of women refuse to give away caring labor for free, they help
ensure their own survival as well as the survivals of their “beloveds.”
This focus on survival—on preserving energy and resources, which is to say
protecting health and sanity—allows us to see refusal as more than negativity
or impracticality (though this negativity is present and powerful). Refusal,
especially when performed en masse, is also a mode of care, a preservation of
self and community. Focusing on preservation is crucial to the collectivity of
the undercommons, as Harney explains in an interview:

“When I started working with Fred, social life, to me, had
a lot to do with friendship, and it had a lot to do with
refusal – refusal to do certain kinds of things. And then
gradually I got more and more interested in this term,
‘preservation,’ where I started to think about, “well,
refusal’s something that we do because of them, what do
we do because of ourselves?” Recently, I’ve started to
think more about elaborations of care and love.”
—Stefano Harney, The Undercommons (120)

Harney’s shift from “them” to “ourselves” can also be seen on
Tamayo’s use of refusal to ensure the various survivals of her
“beloveds” and the crowd of feminists’ insistence on “caring labor”
with a limit.
With this is mind, I would argue that refusal need not be opposed to
preservation, but instead might be understood as one tactic among
others that shores up, protects, and preserves the resources of people
who are tokenized and exploited.

Refusal gathers strength and impact as a mass tactic: it is the
collectivity of these refusals (the crowd of feminists; Tamayo and her
beloveds; the act of publishing poems and books, which widens the
circle of those who might choose to refuse) that points to the
transformative potential of refusal. Therein lies the power of the
feminist poet collectives of 2014-15, and the importance of continued
organizing. As a shared tactic or collective action, refusal, for women
and others asked to perform this labor, could serve as a “reallocation
of resources,” a way of saying “us” instead of “them,” and an act of
“care and love” that safeguards survival.

Questions for Writing & Discussion:
Poetic Resistance Lab
Is there something we might want to call a “poetic act (or action)” in which we can
crystallize poetry and resistance coming together (whether through embodied
performance, pedagogic innovation, or experiment on the page itself)?
Daydream about your own communities:
How might a poetic image spark an act of resistance?
How do we teach poetry of resistance in the classroom without neutralizing it? How
do we allow it to continue to do the work of resistance, even as we teach it within
university classrooms, themselves places of disciplinary regimes?
How and why might we refuse in our everyday lives as an activist and/or poetic act?
What are the limits of refusal?

Notes
This talk is excerpted from a longer essay in progress. I’d be grateful
for your questions or comments as I continue to develop it:
beccaklaver at gmail dot com.
The questions on the preceding slide also emerge from talks given by
my co-panelists Candice Amich (“The Uses of Poetry: Cuba’s
Neoliberal Turn”) and Keegan Cook Finberg (“Poetry of StateSanctioned Violence”). More information on the Poetic Resistance
Lab at &NOW 2018 can be found here.

